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The Fifth Chamber  

Where Growth Begins 
  
The Center for Spiritual Transformation (CST) logo highlights the ancient symbol of the 

chambered nautilus.  The nautilus hatches from an egg with a shell that consists of four 

chambers.  Growth begins with the fifth chamber.  Using the other chambers for balance, 

each additional chamber adds growth.   

The CST newsletter is called “The Fifth Chamber” as an offering to share spiritual       

insights, practices, and events to stimulate growth. 
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 What is Spiritual Ecology? 

 

Since the first Earth Day on April 22, 1970, and every year thereafter awareness of the fragileness of our 

planet has intensified. But awareness of the threat to the sustainability of Mother Earth has not changed the 

basic issues of our attitudes to the care of the earth. According to James Speth the U. S. advisor on climate 

change “I used to think that top environmental problems were biodiversity loss, ecosystem collapse, and cli-

mate change. I thought that thirty years of good science could address these problems. I was wrong. The 

top environmental problems are selfishness, greed, and apathy, and to deal with these we need a cultural 

and spiritual transformation.” 

Simply put, Spiritual Ecology is the acknowledgement that the soul of the individual and the soul of the earth 

are interrelated. For the reversal of the destruction of our planet, we need to remember that the earth itself is 

a living being. It is important to realize that humans need to shift the paradigm that earth is to be dominated 

and controlled to how respect and care for all the earth is the hallmark of our role as stewards of creation.  

Indigenous wisdom across all native cultures has prayer and thanksgiving as the central tenet of their belief 

systems. There is a reverence for the earth as the source of life, so understanding and abiding by the laws 

of nature is mutually beneficial for survival. Spiritual Ecology is a call to return to a system of reverence and 

gratitude regarding our planet which means we must reexamine our values, beliefs, and behaviors.  

While certainly public policy and the world leaders must do all in their power to insure the sustainability of 

the earths resources, it is our responsibility, as individuals, to accept our individual union with the earth. 

Then each small act of change for the good of the earth in how we use its resources will make a difference.  

Spiritual Ecology is a worldwide, cross culture movement. Its proponents and authors come from diverse 

backgrounds of faith and science. Although the terminology is new, the ideas and warnings regarding the 

human use of the land go back to many ancient writings. References to our individual relationship with the 

earth are cited in Judaism, Islam, Christianity, Hinduism, and Engaged Buddhism. 

 

If you want to learn more about Spiritual Ecology an excellent resource is Spiritual Ecology: The Cry of the 

Earth edited by Llewellyn Vaughan-Lee. 

 



Looking Forward 

April 30th Beyond the Broken Heart will host a fellowship gathering for compassionate companions from 

11am to 1 pm with a light lunch in the St. Boniface parish hall. Please contact Rita Piovane 610-442-0984 

or drritav@gmail.com for more information or to register to attend. 

May 7th   Taizé service Celebrating New Life 

June 4th   Taizé service Celebrating the Spirit 

Taizé services begin at 6:30 pm in the outdoor chapel of St. Boniface Church.  Comfortable cushions pro-

vided. Inclement weather, we relocate to the Church. 

There are some exciting presentations coming up on the Second Saturday Spirituality on Zoom. 

May 14th Grace Riker will present on B.E.S.T. a ministry of St. Boniface that addresses some ecological 

challenges facing our community. The perfect follow-up to this month’s newsletter. 

June 11th Vince Brennan will present on Spirituality in the Digital Age:  How our devices can assist our 

spiritual practices. 

July 9th Deacon Elisa Hansen will present on How Art has influenced our sense of spiritual images and 

connections. 

All Second Saturday Spirituality on Zoom begin at 10 am, and use the same zoom access codes  

ID: 849 5849 3207 Passcode: 596368 

 
Please note if you missed the April 9th presentation by Amanda Smoot on the Feminine Face of God, or would 

like to view it again, the video will be available on the CST website.  Centerforspiritualtransformation.org 

Yes, members of B.E.S.T., Boniface Eco-Stewardship Team, attempt to stay as aware as possible on 
the continuing ecological and environmental developments in our state, our country and the world.  
 
That’s a big order, and we tend to concentrate on action that we can be involved in right here in  
Sarasota and on our church campus. Raising awareness and educating by: 
invited speakers, field trips to pertinent land sites, businesses, farms, animal habitats, water cruises, 
museums; Green Tips; and more.   
 
Also presenting the annual community Blessing of the Animals in our outdoor chapel.  
 
Projects on campus range from, energy saving in outdoor lighting and saving water in restrooms, to 
garden replanting, recycling and an energy audit. 
 
A Biblical reading, meditation, and prayer from The Green Bible Devotional open every B.E.S.T.  
meeting. 
 
One of our favorite prayers:  
“Glorious Creator, thank you for the gift of this earth, for the trees, for the flowers, for the animals, 
for the stars and the seas and the sky. Thank you for entrusting us with the responsibility of loving, 
serving, and caring for your creation. Out of our great love for you, help us to restore what has been 
degraded. Help us to be the caretakers you created us to be.” 
 
Additional comments on B.E.S.T. will be presented by Grace Riker at the May CST program. 

 

“B.E.S.T. and The Importance of Being Aware”   

mailto:drritav@gmail.com


Spirituality in Art and Poetry

 

 

An Iroquois Prayer to  
Mother Earth    

We return thanks to our mother, the 
earth, which sustains us. 
We return thanks to the rivers and 
streams, which supply us with water. 
We return thanks for all herbs, which 
furnish medicines for the cure of our  
diseases. 
We return thanks to the corn, and to her 
sisters, the beans and squash, which give 
us life. 
We return thanks to the bushes and trees, 
which provide us with fruit. 
We return thanks to the wind, which, 
moving the air, has banished diseases. 
We return thanks to the moon and the 
stars, which have given us their light 
when the sun has gone. 
We return thanks to our grandfather  
He-No, who has given us his rain. 
We return thanks to the sun, that he has looked upon the earth with a beneficent eye. 
Lastly, we return thanks to the Great Spirit, in whom is embodied all goodness, and who directs 
all things for the good of his children. 

                                                                                                                Painting “Earth as Mother “ by Bolivian Native Artist Roberto Mamani Mamani 

 

If you have participated in any of the spiritual pathways offered by the Center for Spiritual Transformation, would 

you take a moment to share with us your experience.  Also, if there is a topic you would like to see presented or a 

suggestion for future presentations, you can contact us by email: drritqv@gmail.com 

Reminder, if you missed any of our previous presentations, or would like to review them again, you can access 

them through our website:  centerforspiritualtransformation.org 



 
Faith-Based 

 Environmental Engagement  

 
“The religious-environmental movement is potentially key  

to dealing with the greatest problem humans have ever faced.”   

—Bill McKibben 

 
Upon what are we to base our fundamental hopes for the future while confronting 

perhaps “the greatest problem humans have ever faced”: what pundits dismiss as 

“climate change” and those with a scientific background recognize as “Climate Crisis”? 

With indisputable evidence that the earth’s habitability—for virtually all its current 

inhabitants—is rapidly declining, how do those who grasp the reality of global warming and declining biodiversity avoid despair 

and keep hope alive against the odds?  

For decades scientists have been urgently explaining the reality of global warming, persistently documenting its human 

causes, and accurately projecting the consequences of not adequately addressing it. Unfortunately, like prophets of old preaching 

in their hometowns, climate scientists have been relegated to archetypal voices crying in the wilderness for ecological justice. For 

the world to heed their calls, the power structure—both the energy grid and the political climate—will decidedly have to shift. 

Considering the intractability of both, is there a more viable “path to ecological salvation”?  

This essay reflects briefly on sources that led environmentalist, author and educator, Bill McKibben (and countless oth-

ers) to suggest that integrating religion—and I would add, spirituality, its inner impetus—into the movement for ecological justice 

could, in fact, give us genuine hope. Exploring the subject and finding unlikely allies of the cause led me to a cautious hope. 

For personal background, two experiences influenced this reflection, one contemporary and one from my distant past. 

Recently, perhaps to counter “Covid-induced brain freeze”, I decided to audit a course titled “Christianity and Ecology,” offered 

online through the Religion and Ecology Program at Yale Divinity School.  Secondly, the resources from this course have rekindled 

the flame and reminded me of the origins of my own ecological awareness. 

That flame was lit in the late 60s and early 70s. Despite my roots in Southern evangelical culture—a belief system that 

stereotypically insists on certainty; puts its faith in salvation in the next world, with little regard for this one; and has little toler-

ance for questioning the Truth as its practitioners perceive it—I somehow emerged as a very inquisitive, if naïve, high schooler 

who questioned everything. As were millions of Americans at the time, I became a devoted fan of CBS news anchor Walter 

Cronkite. He spoke with a voice of moral, as well as journalistic, authority. And he influenced my opinions on whatever subject he 

covered, which included his nightly commentary on the environment. His ideals challenged the insularity of my evangelical child-

hood, which, in turn, expanded my career aspirations. 

The course I am auditing compares the professed beliefs of the major Christian traditions (Eastern Orthodox, Roman 

Catholic, and various Protestant denominations) about the earth God gave us and our obligations to it. In the process, they revisit 

a highly touted article published in 1967 by historian Lynn White. Dr. White argues that our common, western Christian “creation 

narratives” are based on a mistaken interpretation of the word “dominion,” which is directly responsible for the declining health 

of the environment. The Biblical concept of “dominion,” Dr. White proposes, has been misinterpreted through most of Christian 

history 

What does the Bible mean by “dominion”? Culture plays an unmistakable role in each tradition’s interpretation—in oth-

er words, each person’s understanding of human responsibility to Creation depends on the beliefs that “we drank in with our 

mother’s milk.” Scholars and theologians in traditions that evolved in western cultures—primarily Roman Catholicism and Protes-

tantism—most often interpret “dominion” to mean “domination.” On the other hand, the eastern Orthodox traditions focused 

more on the sacrality of the earth—the “earth as sacred icon”—and so interpret “dominion” more like “stewardship.” 

 



 

Thankfully, in the past couple of decades, we see some challenges to the dualistic (east vs west) interpretation of domin-

ion in such faith-inspired events as Pope Francis’s encyclical, “Laudato Si: Care for our Common home” (May 24, 2015). The Pope 

unmistakably labels profit-based actions that harm the earth as sins. The Roman Church’s endorsement of the Ecological Move-

ment gives that movement clear moral authority (and, arguably, enhances the Church's, as well).  

If a papal encyclical at one end of the western spectrum offers moral authority to the ecological movement, its embrace 

by Christian Evangelical Churches in the United States offers something else. Although they may not have the audience or the 

moral influence of the Pope, Evangelicals use the language of sin as freely as the Pope did to identify the motives and actions be-

hind the causes of global warming.  

Having come from such an evangelical tradition, I did not need to read, in Sojourners (Nov. 11, 2019), a stereotypical be-

lief about its adherents—namely that “evangelical [Christians in the U.S.] are among those least likely to believe that climate 

change is real and human caused.”  Thankfully, evidence to the contrary proves otherwise.  

On countless faith-based websites, viewers can find stories from around the world detailing collaboration among reli-

gious organizations to combat the climate crisis. However, the inspiring documentary, Renewal: Stories from America’s Religious-

Environmental Movement, (Marty Ostrow and Terry Kay Rockefeller, Producers) is especially effective at capturing success stories 

based on collaboration among diverse religious traditions. 

The first segment, “Mountaintop Removal, A Crime Against Creation,” documents a faith-based collaboration in the mid-

2000s between local Catholics and Protestant Evangelicals in western Kentucky. Those interviewed lament the removal of an en-

tire mountaintop in the Appalachian Mountains to extract its buried coal. Most of the opponents of mountaintop mining who 

were interviewed – now members of the region’s growing ecological movement – identified as evangelical, fully aware that their 

lives contradict the ways they are stereotypically depicted in the media and seen by people from more mainstream denomina-

tions.  

Peter Illyn, a leader among evangelical environmentalists, explained that evangelicals are “starting to recognize that envi-

ronmental stewardship is a deeply moral and Biblical issue.”  Evangelicals have “a simple faith, and a simple belief in the Creator, 

[therefore] it’s just natural for them to bring a deep appreciation of Creation.”  Many now realize that “if we love the Creator, we 

should take care of Creation.”   

To evangelical climate converts the health of the earth is personal. They believe, to be effective, one must act on one’s 

convictions. “Creation Care is a Gospel issue,” and to disregard Creation Care or leave it to others is a “sin.”  They get the urgency, 

time is critical; the crisis has to be solved in this generation.  

Evangelicals realize that among church groups, they may have come “last to the discussion.” Depending upon which re-

search institute one consults, there are conflicting reports on just how many evangelicals there are today, in the U.S. or globally.  

For those unafraid to share their opinions on the subject, they have a notable advantage when it comes to catching up.  In addi-

tion to a “fervent faith,” Dr. Matthew Sleeth confessed, “we are a church with a lot of political connections and a lot of economic 

might.  I think that is why we have a special role to play.”   

The moral authority of the Pope plus the zeal, passion, and fervor of ecologically converted evangelicals might be a com-

bination that helps overcome the inertia of some of the mainstream denominations and, even commercially-entrenched politics, 

to turn the tide in favor of the ecological movement. And that would, indeed, improve the odds for keeping hope alive.  

Catherine Oglesby 

                                                         A Notable Quote 

“ Teach your children that Earth is Our Mother. Whatever befalls The Earth befalls the children of  

Earth”           

~ Chief Seattle ~ 


